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Portuguese, pluricentricity and Brazilian Portuguese:
A case of a reverted asymmetry?1

Abstract

This study explores the status of the Brazilian variety of Portuguese
within the pluricentricity of the Portuguese language, and more
specifically the hypothesis of a possible situation of reverted asymmetry
with respect to the European variety. Three issues will be addressed:
First of all, the evolutionary relation between all national varieties of
Portuguese will briefly be outlined, especially the standardization of the
Brazilian variety, the nativization of African varieties, and the
increasing pluricentricity of the Portuguese language.
Secondly, the bicentricity of European and Brazilian standards will be
highlighted, with particular emphasis on social factors and lectometric
indicators that point towards a diachronic divergence between both
varieties and a rare state of symmetric pluricentricity.
Finally, we will argue that the great influence of Brazilian culture in
Portugal and other Portuguese-speaking countries, resulting from the
proliferation of Brazilian audiovisual cultural products, is gradually
leading to a situation of reverted asymmetry in the domain of language
perception and attitudes and of culture, but not in the domain of
language use.

1. Introduction

Portuguese is a pluricentric language with different national standard

varieties, namely European Portuguese (EP), Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and

African standards in development, especially in Mozambique and Angola.

Regarding the two well-established standards, namely EP and BP, Portuguese is

one of the few languages that come closest to the rare condition of symmetric

1 This study has been carried out under the research project UIDB/00683/2020 (Center for Philosophical and

Humanistic Studies), funded by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology. I would like to thank
two anonymous reviewers for their thorough and illuminating comments. Needless to say, the remaining
errors are only mine.
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pluricentricity. This is mainly due to the balance between the time supremacy of

EP and the demographic supremacy of BP, the strong codification of the two

national standards, and the increasing awareness of the international

importance of the bicentricity of Portuguese in socio-political, economic and

cultural terms.

The EP standard is also the reference norm in the Portuguese-speaking

African countries (Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea Bissau, Mozambique, São Tomé

and Príncipe, and, since 2011, Equatorial Guinea), as well as in East Timor and

other Asian territories, especially the Macao Special Administrative Region in

China. While Portuguese is receding in Asia, its position in Africa remains strong

and is bound to increase in importance in the future. Demographic projection

data show a considerable population increase by the end of the 21st century,

especially in Angola and Mozambique. This will lead to an even more

pluricentric standardization of Portuguese and eventually to a greater

multilateral management of national standards.

The BP standard, in turn, is only valid in Brazil. Interestingly though,

Brazilian culture, media and language enjoy wide diffusion in Portugal and in

the other Portuguese-speaking countries. Moreover, Brazilian media have a

great impact on the use of Portuguese in Africa. In contrast, exposure to the EP

standard in Brazil is minimal. In fact, few Brazilians have any contact with

spoken European Portuguese, meaning that Brazilians in general experience

difficulty in understanding the spoken European standard.

In this study, we will address three issues. We will first briefly sketch the

evolutionary relation between the different national varieties of Portuguese,

with special emphasis on the standardization of BP, the nativization of African

varieties (mainly Mozambican and Angolan Portuguese), and the increasing

pluricentricity of Portuguese.

Secondly, we will focus on the bicentricity of Portuguese (that is, the

European and Brazilian standards), with particular emphasis on social and

linguistic factors that point towards a relatively rare state of symmetric

pluricentricity, while also tackling some remaining asymmetries. The results of

our socio-cognitive and lectometrical research, which pointed to a diachronic

divergence between Brazilian and European standards (Soares da Silva 2010,

2014a, b, 2016, 2021a), will be highlighted.

Finally, and as the main point of this study, we will discuss the reverted

asymmetry hypothesis, which suggests that the Brazilian standard is gradually
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becoming the new dominant variety, although the older European standard still

benefits from a lot of prestige.

2. From monocentricity to pluricentricity

The standardization of Portuguese started after the establishment of the

Kingdom of Portugal in the 12th century, but the first normative codification

instruments would only appear four centuries later in the 16th century. From

the second half of the 19th century onwards, with the Brazilian Romanticism

project of establishing a national literary language after Brazil’s independence in

1822 (that is, exactly 200 years ago), a second pole emerged in Brazil, which

developed its own relatively independent and divergent standard during the

20th century. As a result, the Portuguese language thus inherited two spelling

systems, two sets of grammatical nomenclature, two academies and two

standards with important differences in grammar and lexicon, competing with

each other on the geopolitical stage. Over the last few years, the Community of

the Portuguese-speaking countries (CPLP) and its language agency, namely the

International Institute of the Portuguese Language, have tried to transform the

Portuguese language policy by switching from a bipolar to a multipolar and

multilateral management model (Oliveira 2015).

Oliveira (2016: 39) points out three main stages and periods in the

Portuguese standardization process: (i) from a monocentric standardization in

Portugal (16th to 19th century); (ii) to a bicentric standardization in Portugal

and Brazil (19th to 20th century); (iii) to a pluricentric standardization in the

middle of the 21st century in which all members of the CPLP (theoretically)

partake.

It is important at this stage to look at some of the sociopolitical and

structural characteristics of the standardization process(es) of the Portuguese

language. Compared with other Romance languages, such as French and Spanish,

the standardization of Portuguese developed at a slower pace and without the

support of an actual language academy. Indeed, the Lisbon Academy of Sciences,

founded in the 18th century in Lisbon, and the Brazilian Academy of Letters,

created at the end of the 19th century in Rio de Janeiro, both played a minor role

in the standardization process compared to the Royal Spanish Academy or the

French Academy for Spanish and French respectively. The Portuguese and

Brazilian academies have a Lexicography Commission and do intervene in

orthographic policy, but they do not produce linguistic instruments of

normative character. Moreover, the International Institute of the Portuguese
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Language (an organ of the CPLP), except for the elaboration of the Common

Orthographic Vocabulary (VOC), has not (yet) implemented an active

standardization policy.

The standardization process is still fundamentally bicentric, with two

major divergent poles in Portugal and Brazil. The two major production centres

of linguistic standards are located in the main cities of Portugal – Lisbon and

Porto – and in the major capitals of Brazil – Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Taking

the example of the management of spelling conventions (see Gonçalves 2020),

the first simplification of the Portuguese orthographic system took place in

Brazil in 1907 and in Portugal, officially, in 1911 and was plagued by

disagreement and divergence between two national graphic norms. The “1911

spelling rupture” created, among the Brazilian national elites, an awareness of

linguistic independence in relation to Portugal, which stimulated the production

of new dictionaries and grammars. In 1943 and 1945, two attempts were made to

come to an agreement between both orthographic proposals, but both attempts

failed due to legislative problems. The last Orthographic Agreement of 1990

(AO90) also brought about its own share of issues and uncertainties. Only in 2008

was it approved in Portugal and in Brazil, becoming effective in Brazil in January

2009. In both countries, periods of transition were taken into consideration, so

that the AO90 became mandatory on May 13, 2015 in Portugal, and January 1,

2016 in Brazil. The AO90 is now official only in four countries of the CPLP

(Portugal, Brazil, Cape Verde, and São Tomé and Príncipe), while it is still

pending validation by the respective national parliaments in Mozambique and

Angola. Crucially, the AO90 is a receptacle of graphic solutions that reflect

orthoepic differences between the two well-established national standards, the

European and the Brazilian.

The bicentric standardization also manifested itself in large-scale research

projects on language variation (e.g. “Educated Urban Standard” begun in 1969,

“Grammar of Spoken Brazilian Portuguese” since 1988 in Brazil and

“Fundamental Portuguese”, which began in 1970 in Portugal) and in national

educational projects (recent schooling projects in Brazil; the National Reading

Plan in Portugal, launched in 2007), but also in the increasing number of

separate, new, expanded grammars (normative and non-normative) in both

Brazil and Portugal over the last fifteen years (see Soares da Silva 2020a); in the

divergence between terminologies; in the “language industry” that pits the two

national varieties against each other in international markets; in the digital
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separation between these two varieties, etc. All these examples are good

illustrations of the well-known Lusophone bicentricity (Aguiar e Silva 2007: 20).

Demographic projection data from Portuguese-speaking countries and

data on the demolinguistic evolution of Portuguese up to the end of the 21st

century show that there will be a major increase in population, hence in the

number of Portuguese speakers in the Portuguese-speaking African countries,

especially in Angola and Mozambique.

According to the United Nations World Populations Prospects in its most

recent version, the 2019 Revision of WPP, the population of the African

Portuguese-speaking countries will almost double by the end of the 21st century,

increasing from 289,442 million in 2019 to 514,512 million in 2100. There will be

a dramatic increase in Angola, from 31,825 million to 188,283 million, and in

Mozambique, from 30,366 million to 123,647 million. At the same time, the

Brazilian population will decrease from 211,050 million to 180,683 million and

Portugal’s from 10,226 million to 6,985 million.

Angola and Mozambique together will then represent 60.6% of the

population of the Portuguese-speaking countries, while Brazil’s percentage will

drop to 35.1%. Considering the increase in speakers of Portuguese as L2 or L1 in

the African Portuguese-speaking countries over the last three decades, it is

expected that the Mozambican and Angolan population will speak Portuguese as

L2 or L1 for the next 40 or 50 years.

The number of Portuguese speakers in the world is thus likely to duplicate

by 2100, from 260 million currently to 515 million. This, in turn, will lead to a

gradual development from a hegemonic bicentric to a truly pluricentric

standardization process, with four main national standards – Brazilian

Portuguese (BP), Mozambican Portuguese (MP), Angolan Portuguese (AP) and

the very small but still prestigious European Portuguese (EP) – the emergence of

new norm-setting centres and a truly multilateral management of national

standards (Oliveira 2016).

The African varieties of Portuguese, especially MP and AP, emerged in the

last two decades of the 20th century and were initially acquired as a second

language, in a context marked by language contact with Bantu languages and by

inexistent or minimal exposure to the EP standard. Most of the innovations

displayed by these non-native varieties regarding EP result from the

interference with Bantu languages (Gonçalves 2010, 2013, 2018; Inverno 2011,

2018; Mingas 2000). The current situation of MP and AP can be characterised by

a tension between an ongoing process of nativization and EP normative
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pressure. On the one hand, the EP standard is a largely unfamiliar variety to the

majority of speakers, including teachers (Chimbutane 2018, Inverno 2018). The

huge majority of teachers in Mozambique and Angola speak nativized varieties

of their respective countries and are locally trained. Moreover, schools in

Mozambique, Angola and other Portuguese-speaking African countries function

as a place of crystallisation of local characteristics of Portuguese, as part of a

process of reinforcing nativization of African varieties. On the other hand, MP

and AP, as well as the other African varieties, being subject to a continuing

degree of influence from EP, through post-colonial connections and the further

development of education, might yet reasonably be expected to bear a stronger

stamp of EP influence (Baxter 2018: 308).

3. Standardization in Brazilian Portuguese: between exonormative and
endonormative standardization

The process of standardization of BP only emerged in the course of the 20th

century and is marked by a tension between exonormative standardization

based on the Portuguese literature of the 19th century, and endonormative

standardization based on the emergent Brazilian variants. As a result, it is

characterised by a considerable distance between the idealised and prescriptive

traditional norm and the real norm (or norms) used in big city centres, as well as

between written and spoken language, leading to a situation of diglossia.

However, a gradual reduction of the marked Brazilian diglossia can nowadays be

observed, due to the introduction of patterns of the spoken language into BP

written language.

As far as exonormative influence is concerned, a powerful social imagery

in Brazilian society still exists that leads journalists, intellectuals and teachers to

wage social “wars” in defense of the dogmatic and immutable “standard”

calqued on the literary European variety. Three typical social effects are: (i) the

conservatism manifested in the style guides used by the main Brazilian

newspapers, which merely transcribe the prescriptions laid down in the old

grammar books; (ii) the proliferation and success of grammar columns in

newspapers, which attempt to root out errors of all kinds; and (iii) the

importance given to the European artificial standard in the national high school

exams, associated to an elitist linguistic pedagogy that leads teachers to become

fixated on “mistakes” and stigmatise all linguistic variants (Faraco 2001, 2008,

2011).
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Beneath this linguistic purism lies an ideology of identity nationalism,

which entails social exclusion, economic discrimination, and white supremacy.

This has given rise to linguistic myths and prejudice about the inferiority of the

language spoken in Brazil and the respective superiority of the language spoken

in Portugal. Some of these myths, constructed in the 19th century and still clearly

present today in the Brazilian media and schools, are: “EP is a pure unchanged

language, while BP is borrowed and corrupt”; “Brazilians do not know how to

speak Portuguese properly”; “Brazilians speak and write wrongly”; “Portuguese

is very difficult”; “Brazilian is ungrammatical”; “it is ugly to speak like that

because that is how the Indians speak”; “failure to use the ideal standard form of

the language will damage one’s job prospects and therefore the opportunity to

rise in life” (Bagno 1999, 2000; Scherre 2005). There is also the mythical idea of a

single homogeneous language in the immense territory of Brazil and the so-

called “veritable Brazilian miracle” – a myth reinforced by the anthropologist

Darcy Ribeiro, who argues that the numerous immigrants were irrelevant in

establishing the characteristics of Brazilian culture and the amazing “cultural

homogeneity” of the Brazilian people (Ribeiro 1997). In short, this is the ideology

of “national unity” founded in the romantic vision of “one nation, one culture,

one language” (Soares da Silva 2015).

However, a widening gap between written EP and written BP, and a

progressive decrease of the distance between oral and written BP, are currently

noticeable. Crucially, endonormative Brazilian features are increasingly

introduced into the written language. This is the case, for instance, of two

syntactic changes, namely the loss of third-person clitic pronouns and the loss of

the null pronominal subject. Overt subjects and the replacement of third-person

clitics by other strategies are used by Brazilian speakers across social groups,

regardless of gender, social class or level of schooling (see Duarte, Gomes & Paiva

2016, 2022).

Other Brazilian variants, though, still predominantly exist in colloquial BP

or in the speech of less/uneducated people. This is the case, for instance, of the

lack of nominal agreement in number, and of the lack of verbal agreement and

the consequent strong simplification of the morphology of the verb. Another set

of Brazilian variants only exist in non-urban dialects, chiefly in isolated

communities. This is the case of the lack of gender agreement, for instance. The

fact that some endonormative features are already incorporated into the written

language, whereas others are still restricted to the spoken language, while at the

same time exonormative features are still partially used as a reference, means
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that current school education has to deal with features of two grammars

simultaneously (Mattos e Silva 2004, Faraco 2008, Mendes 2016). It is also

expected that an increasing number of endonormative Brazilian features will

sooner or later be standardized and incorporated into the written language,

including formal register. However, the increase in education level and the

attitudes of linguistic purism mentioned above may prevent the standardization

of some of these typically Brazilian variants.

4. The symmetric bicentricity of Brazilian and European varieties

Regarding the two established EP and BP standards, Portuguese is one of

the few languages that comes closest to the rare condition of symmetric

pluricentricity. Several social factors have favoured the symmetric bicentricity

of BP and EP (see also Joseph 1987: 170 and Clyne 1992: 463). First of all, the

historical advantage of Portugal is balanced out by Brazil’s much larger

population. Secondly, neither Portugal nor Brazil is currently a major political

power. Both countries have nevertheless recently gained international prestige

for different reasons, Portugal as a member of the European Union, also recently

benefitting from an increasing popularity, as is shown by the substantial

increase in (cultural) tourism, and Brazil owing to the international popularity

of its television soap operas, music and football and as an emerging economic

power. Thirdly, within the last 3 decades, dictionaries and grammar books have

developed separately in Portugal and Brazil, resulting in an increasingly

divergent codification of their respective standard varieties. Fourthly, Portugal

and Brazil, as well as other Portuguese-speaking nations, are increasingly aware

of the importance of the pluricentricity of Portuguese in socio-political,

economic and cultural terms. Finally, the rationalist-utilitarian discourse of

“unity in diversity” (or of the “superior unity” of the Portuguese spoken in

Portugal and Brazil) has been reinforced by linguists and grammarians in both

Portugal and Brazil, whereas the more recent concept of Lusophony is now used

as a utilitarian political ideology of affirming a supra-national space of

economic, cultural and linguistic identity (see Soares da Silva 2015). As the

renowned Portuguese linguist Maria Helena Mira Mateus puts it, the Portuguese

language is “a valuable investment capital, it is our way of manifesting

difference” and “it is through Portuguese that Portuguese and Brazilian people

create their own path in the world” (Mateus 2002: 42).

The symmetric bicentricity of BP and EP is not only conspicuous in the

culture but also in the language. We have carried out cognitive-sociolinguistic
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and lectometric research (Geeraerts et al. 2010) on the EP-BP bicentricity,

thereby confirming a divergent evolutionary trend between the two national

varieties over the last 70 years at the lexical, constructional and attitudinal

levels (Soares da Silva 2010, 2014a, b, 2016, 2018, 2021a).

The lexical lectometric analysis (Soares da Silva 2010) was carried out for

several thousand observations of the use of alternative terms designating 43

football and clothing nominal concepts, gathered from a large corpus of sport

newspapers and fashion magazines from 1950s, 1970s and 2000s (4 million

tokens), internet chats related to football (15 million), and labels and price tags

displayed in shop windows (1,300 pictures). The database contains 90,202

observations of football terms used in sports newspapers and 143,946

observations of their use in Internet chats; 12,451 observations of clothing terms

used in fashion magazines and 2,775 observations of their use on labels and price

tags. The lectometric analysis showed that EP and BP diverge over time with

respect to clothing terms but converge slightly when it comes to football terms.

As clothing terms can be deemed more representative of everyday vocabulary,

the results obtained in the domain of clothing are probably closer to the

sociolinguistic reality. The slight convergence in the field of football is likely to

be an effect of globalization and of the gradual standardization of the football

vocabulary worldwide. The lexical lectometric analysis also provided other

results: (i) diachronic divergence is observed as much in BP as in EP, which

indicates symmetric pluricentricity; (ii) BP has undergone more changes than EP

since the 1950s, probably as a result of the greater social variation in Brazil and

the more recent standardization of BP; (iii) the influence of English and other

foreign languages as revealed by the use of loanwords is stronger in BP than in

EP (Soares da Silva 2014b); and (iv) the actual distance between the standard and

the substandard strata is higher in BP than in EP.

The lexical divergence analysis between EP and BP was replicated at the

level of constructional variation. A pilot study focusing on alternations between

(i) prepositional constructions such as falar de/sobre/acerca de/em ‘speak about’,

interesse em/por ‘interest in’, (ii) infinitival constructions with

causative/perception verbs (A Maria fez/deixou/viu os miúdos correrem vs correr vs

correr os miúdos ‘Mary made/let/saw the children run-pl/run-sg/run-sg the

children’), and (iii) word order in noun-adjective constructions (N+A vs. A+N)

show a decrease in uniformity from 1950s to 1970s and from 1970s to 2000s, thus

indicating divergence over time (Soares da Silva 2014a).
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In a very recent study on the alternation between the presence and the

absence of the clitic se in the different types of se constructions

(reflexive/reciprocal, middle, anticausative, passive, and impersonal), the same

pattern of constructional divergence between BP and EP was attested (Soares da

Silva et al. 2021). By describing the alternative construals conveyed by the

alternation of overt and null se constructions, that is, energetic vs. absolute

construals (Langacker 1987, 2008) respectively, through advanced quantitative

multifactorial methods, the statistical analysis revealed a lectal difference, with

BP characterised by the emergence of a novel construction, the null

construction, which is of much more restricted occurrence in EP. It also showed

that the focus on the moment of change (i.e., the profiling of the change of state)

and language-external factors, such as register, are predictors of the overt/null

variation. If the change and, therefore, the energetic elements are profiled, the

outcome is usually the overt construction; otherwise, the event is conceptualised

as a self-contained whole and the null construction is preferred. In a study in

progress on the variation in prepositional relative constructions (i.e., pied-

piping, chopping and resumptive relatives), the statistical analysis also points to

BP/EP constructional divergence: the greater standardization of the chopping

construction (i.e., without the preposition) in BP entails a restructuring of the

conceptual and discursive space of relatives, particularly the cognitive

accessibility, discursive relevance and conceptual prominence of the relativized

head noun.

Attitudinal variables have also been considered. A survey was conducted

concerning the use of alternative clothing terms and knowledge about their

typical usage and origin. For both Brazilian and Portuguese respondents, the

proportion of the total number of terms considered endogenous and binational

is higher than the proportion of terms characterised as exogenous and

binational, thus revealing a divergent attitude (Soares da Silva 2014a). A

divergent attitude is manifested by a preference for endogenous terms (i.e. BP

terms in the intentions of Brazilian respondents and EP terms in the intentions

of Portuguese respondents) and binational terms. Another attitudinal study

concerns romantic vs. rationalist cultural cognitive models towards the

unity/diversity of EP/BP, which are valid for both Brazil and Portugal. The

attitudes underlying discourse and the instruments of Portuguese

standardization reveal the romantic separating ideology of claiming the Brazilian

language as distinct from Portuguese and the rationalist separating attitude that

has been present in the process of divergent standardization of European and
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Brazilian varieties over the last century, in contrast with the romantic unifying

attitude of reclaiming the purity of the (European) Portuguese language and the

rationalist unifying ideology of promoting the superior unity of Portuguese in the

current transcontinental global context and its economic and political benefits

(Soares da Silva 2015, 2020a).

Moving from formal onomasiological variation (the choice of different

expressions for the same conceptual category) to conceptual onomasiological

variation (the choice of different conceptual categories for a referent), we have

conducted research on the conceptual variation of emotions in BP and EP. The

multifactorial profile-based analysis revealed that the differences in

conceptualising anger and pride in BP and EP are intrinsically related to cultural

collectivism vs. individualism differences, especially between the more

individualistic, indulgent, and emotionally expressive culture of Brazil and the

more collectivistic and restrained culture of Portugal (Soares da Silva 2020b,

2021b, 2022). Hofstede’s (2001) cross-cultural comparison model shows cultural

differences between Portugal and Brazil. Moreover, research carried out by

Brazilian sociologists, anthropologists, and historians highlight emotionality as a

defining feature of Brazilian identity and culture, i.e., Brazilian culture is

characterised by a greater social acceptance of the display of emotions

compared to other countries (Rezende & Coelho 2010).

5. Brazilian-European Portuguese asymmetries

Yet the symmetric bicentricity of BP and EP is not perfect. There are

asymmetries in both the culture and the language, especially regarding language

intelligibility.

First and foremost, the Brazilian variety benefits from high degrees of

visibility on a popular level in Portugal and in the other Portuguese-speaking

countries, due to the popularity of Brazilian television soap operas, music and

football, as well as to the sharp increase in the number Brazilian emigrants since

the beginning of this century, especially in the past four years. In contrast, the

exposure of Brazilian speakers to the European variety is minimal. Brazilians in

general have difficulty in understanding the spoken European standard, while

the same cannot be said of the Portuguese in relation to the spoken Brazilian

standard. Besides comprehension problems related to EP lexical, syntactic and

pragmatic features, the greatest difficulty for Brazilians is to understand EP

phonetics, especially the EP unstressed vowels, which underwent a strong rise,

reduction and even disappearance in some cases. For example, Brazilians
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perceive the EP pronunciation of the verb telefonar ‘to phone’ as only one

syllable, although it contains four of them. Some concrete examples of non-

comprehension of the EP standard from the Brazilian media include the

subtitling of interviews with Portuguese youngsters on the MTV television

channel, and the subtitling and dubbing into BP of Portuguese movies such as

Capitães de Abril, based on the Revolution of 25 April 1974, and the television

series Equador.

A second asymmetry, although to some extent embedded in the first one,

concerns the fact that there is a very unequal relationship in the circulation of

cultural goods (Lagares 2021: 73). During the 19th century and the beginning of

the 20th century, cultural circulation took place from Portugal to Brazil. From

the middle of the 20th century onwards, this direction was reversed with the

proliferation of Brazilian cultural products conquering the global market and

entering Portugal in large numbers. In comparison, there are nowadays very few

Portuguese cultural goods that enter the Brazilian market. The asymmetry is

also evident with respect to the press and the circulation of information: the

Portuguese know a lot about Brazil, whereas Brazilians know very little about

Portugal. Underlying this lack of knowledge is a negative view of Portugal deeply

rooted in Brazilian society and still conspicuous in the press, in textbooks and

even in cultural productions, such as films and soap operas. Brazil seems to be

ashamed of its Portuguese heritage (see Fino’s 2021 communication science and

historiographic study, which also points out a sense of mutual strangeness or

discomfort that permeates the relationship between Portugal and Brazil). It is

not by chance that Brazil does not have a public holiday to mark the arrival of

the Portuguese on its territory.

A third asymmetry concerns the weight that the Portuguese tradition still

has on the Brazilian space. A good illustration of this is the strong linguistic

purism in Brazil mentioned above, which imposes a standard calqued on literary

EP, condemns the use of foreign words and typically Brazilian constructions,

spreads linguistic prejudice about the inferiority of the language spoken in

Brazil, and uses the EP standard as an instrument of social exclusion.

A fourth asymmetry concerns the fact that Portugal founded the Camões

Institute in 1992, whose mission is to promote the Portuguese language and

culture worldwide, but there is still no equivalent institution in Brazil.

Finally, the language stratification disparity in Brazil also counts as an

asymmetry in the BP-EP bicentricity. As demonstrated in lectometric terms in

the previous section, the BP standard remains much more distant from the
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reality and diversity of its spoken language than the EP standard (Soares da Silva

2010, 2014a).

6. The pluricentricity of Portuguese: A Brazilian reverted asymmetry?

The answer to the question about whether a process of reverted

asymmetry between both national varieties can currently be observed, with the

Brazilian standard becoming the dominant variety is: Yes, in language

perception and attitudes as well as culturally, and No, with regard to language

use. The Yes answer, however, can only be asserted with some reservations,

since Portugal too still enjoys some prestige and cultural influence.

Four indicators can be pointed out to account for the Brazilian reverted

asymmetry in culture and in language perception and attitudes.

First of all, the Brazilian cultural impact on Portugal and other

Portuguese-speaking countries since the middle of the 20th century is evident in

the proliferation of Brazilian audiovisual cultural products, especially music and

television series and soap operas, as well as in the success of Brazilian football,

food, and print media entering the Portuguese market massively. It is in fact an

effect of the internationalisation of Brazilian cultural products, which is

stronger in Portugal. The great knowledge and consumption by the Portuguese

of Brazilian cultural goods is intrinsically related to the Portuguese familiarity

with the Brazilian cultural market and to Brazil’s international cultural diffusion

through the massive export of cultural products, especially those related to mass

entertainment. Brazilian popular culture is therefore well-known and widely

consumed by the Portuguese, while the reverse cultural influence is currently

minimal. More recently, watching Brazilian videos on YouTube has become a

growing trend among Portuguese children due to the lack of a similar offering in

Portugal, and has started to become prominent among teenagers as well (“Brazil

is invading the vocabulary of young people” was the alarmist title of an article

published in the Portuguese newspaper Notícias Magazine in September 2021,

thereby expressing the feeling of fear prevailing in Portuguese society). There

are, however, a few counterforces to the Brazilian cultural influence in Portugal.

Portuguese television started producing successful Portuguese soap operas and

series in the early 2000s, and the Brazilian soap operas, which have been

extremely popular and influential since their entering Portugal in 1977, from

now on must coexist and even compete with Portuguese soap operas. The

production of Portuguese soap operas more than doubled from the 1900s to the

2000s, while the presence of Brazilian ones in Portugal in the same period of
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time fell by half. However, the decrease in the broadcasting of Brazilian soap

operas was not very significant, diminishing from 62% to 48% (see Torres &

Burnay 2014). Another aspect that could decrease the Brazilian cultural

influence in Portugal is the fact that the new Portuguese generation is less

influenced by Brazilian music and soap operas than the previous generations.

Conversely, it should be noted that Portuguese football coaches have been

increasingly and successfully working with Brazilian teams, although this is but

a specific and punctual phenomenon.

Secondly, the number of Brazilian immigrants in Portugal increased

dramatically in the last four years, now estimated at around 200.000 – an

increase of 43% from 2018 to 2019 and of 22% from 2019 to 2020. The entrance of

more Brazilians into Portugal started at the beginning of the new century, in

part due to the greater difficulty in accessing the USA after 2001. Brazilians are

currently the largest foreign community in Portugal, representing 34% of the

total number of immigrants. This number is likely to be even greater, because

Brazilian immigrants with Portuguese citizenship (or citizenship from another

European country) and Brazilians in an irregular situation are not included in

these data. The profile of these Brazilian emigrants is heterogeneous, ranging

from workers with few academic qualifications to graduates such as lawyers,

engineers, doctors, psychologists, advertisers and even university students. The

linguistic and cultural affinity, the quality of life (health, education and mainly

safety), the ease of obtaining a visa, and the relatively low living costs compared

to other European countries are the main factors that attract Brazilians to

Portugal. And the number of Brazilian immigrants continues to rise despite the

Covid-19 pandemic. Importantly, there is no evidence that Brazilian immigrants

try to adapt and conform to the standard EP norm to be better integrated, even

considering the negative attitude found against the Brazilian immigrants in

several situations.

Thirdly, Brazilian language forms are attitudinally perceived in Portugal

as “invaders” and even “killers” of the language. A collective book entitled

“Murdering the Portuguese language!” was published in Portugal in 1983, in

which the “language killer” is the Brazilian soap opera (Moura 1983). More

recently, aversion towards the Brazilian language variety has re-emerged in the

context of the recent Orthographic Agreement, which entailed more changes in

EP than BP. Many Portuguese regard the Agreement as representing the

unacceptable submission of Portugal to Brazil, a “national disaster” (Moura

1998), an operation of “Brazilianization” of the language or even the “sale of the
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language” to Brazil, or as an act of cultural imperialism undertaken by the

former colony. The strong increase of Brazilian immigrants mentioned above

has furthermore strengthened the negative attitude of many Portuguese schools

towards the Brazilian language variety, considering it as a hindrance or

misleading factor in the acquisition of speech by Portuguese children. Moreover,

the negative attitude displayed by the Portuguese towards Brazilian people,

especially the existence of discrimination against Brazilian immigrants seeking

work in Portugal, and the concern that Portuguese children would start

speaking Brazilian Portuguese, does not reduce, let alone diminish, the

insecurity felt by the Portuguese towards the perceived threat of Brazilian

influence, but rather reinforces it.

Finally, the Afro-Brazilian linguistic continuum (Petter 2009, Álvarez

López et al. 2018), manifested in a set of similar linguistic features diverging

from the EP standard in both Brazilian and African varieties of Portuguese,

which have emerged from a shared Bantu substratum and contact-induced

changes, could be another important factor accounting for the influence of the

Brazilian variety on the African varieties of Portuguese and, consequently, for

the reverted asymmetry.

Yet, although the Brazilian cultural influence in Portugal is considerable,

the linguistic influence of the Brazilian variety on European Portuguese

language use is minimal. For instance, the linguistic impact of the very popular

Brazilian soap operas, which was stronger in the 80s and 90s, is negligible: very

few Brazilian expressions entered colloquial EP in the course of the last four

decades, and the few that did started fading away or even disappearing from the

2000s onwards.

A similar scenario is likely to happen with the so-called ‘invasion’ of the

Brazilian variety through the influence of Brazilian YouTubers, who are

especially popular among Portuguese children and teenagers these days.

Crucially, our lectometric research on the BP-EP bicentricity, referred to in

section 4, showed that the anticipated growing influence of BP on EP is not

confirmed. Interestingly, only 2% of Brazilian terms are commonly used in the

European variety regarding the vocabulary of football, which was considered as

one of the lexical fields most likely to be influenced by BP (Soares da Silva 2010).

Examples of Brazilian terms introduced in EP are bandeirinha ‘assistant referee’,

atacante ‘forward’, falta ‘foul’, and plantel ‘team’. There are many Brazilian terms,

however, for which no occurrence was found at all in EP: for instance, goleiro
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‘goalkeeper’, arqueiro ‘goalkeeper’, avante ‘forward’, escanteio ‘corner’,

impedimento ‘offside’, gol ‘goal’, and zagueiro ‘back’.

7. Conclusion

A few conclusions can be drawn from this discussion about the

(a)symmetry of Portuguese pluricentricity, based on lectometric data of

language use, perceptual and attitudinal language data and cultural data. To

begin with, Portuguese is still fundamentally a bicentric language, owing to the

linguistic, cultural and political primacy of Portugal and Brazil, which still are

the two major production centres of language standards and linguistic norms.

The two countries currently remain the only actors in the formal or deliberate,

top-down process of standardization in all dimensions of language use, not only

the traditional triad consisting of orthography, lexicon and grammar, but also

orthoepy, the treatment of linguistic doubts and difficulties, as well as formal

and informal registers.

Secondly, Portuguese is a bicentric language presenting a divergent

evolutionary trend. Moreover, the divergent bicentricity of the European and

Brazilian varieties is fundamentally symmetric, with some minor asymmetries.

The symmetric bicentricity of EP and BP was lectometrically and

sociocognitively confirmed, both objectively through corpus-based lexical and

constructional variables, and subjectively through attitudinal indicators

obtained by means of a survey submitted to Portuguese and Brazilian students

(see Soares da Silva 2010, 2014a, b, 2016, 2021a).

Thirdly, Portuguese is slowly moving from bicentricity to pluricentricity,

with the newly emergent African varieties, especially Mozambican and Angolan

Portuguese, reinforced by the increasing demographic, economic and political

importance of Portuguese-speaking African countries. The great challenge is

now to reach a truly pluricentric standardization, as well as a multilateral, rather

than bilateral, management of national standards to accurately reflect the

pluricentric situation of Portuguese, with two dominant varieties, the European

and the Brazilian standards, two main non-dominant varieties, the Mozambican

and the Angolan standards, and other African and Asian non-dominant varieties.

Rather than a pan-Lusophone supranational model to which some romantic and

rationalist language policies seem to aspire, there should be more comparative

studies on the established and emerging standards, concentrating efforts on

undertaking a real pluricentric codification of Portuguese.
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Fourthly, we saw that the great influence of Brazilian popular culture in

Portugal and other Portuguese-speaking countries is gradually leading to a

potential situation of reverted asymmetry, with regard to culture and language

perception and attitudes. The main manifestations of this reverted asymmetry

are

(i) the proliferation of Brazilian audiovisual cultural products, especially music,

television series and soap operas, and, more recently, YouTube videos aimed

at children, entering Portugal and making a huge impact (although Brazilian

soap operas have seen their influence gradually diminishing in the last 20

years due to the growing success of Portuguese soap operas);

(ii) the dramatic increase in the number of Brazilian immigrants in Portugal in

the past four years;

(iii) the perception by Portuguese people of a Brazilianization of the European

standard and the attitudinal aversion towards the Brazilian language forms

viewed as invaders and even killers of the language; and

(iv) the shared sociohistorical characteristics and a set of similar linguistic

features of the Brazilian and African varieties of Portuguese, due to their

common Bantu basis. There are, however, counterforces and forms of

resistance to these Brazilian influences, so the situation of reverted

asymmetry may still be in its early stages. Importantly, we do not (or not

yet) observe a reverted asymmetry with respect to language use: the

influence of the Brazilian variety on the European one is minimal.

Finally, the complex and dynamic nature of the pluricentricity of

Portuguese, especially the dynamicity of Brazilian Portuguese, may shed light on

the gradient concept of pluricentricity and on the complicated process of

pluricentric standardization, as well as on the blurred distinction between

dominant and non-dominant varieties of pluricentric languages.
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